
The SAM
Difference.

Quantel and Snell is now SAM - 
a new company that has the vision 
and technology to deliver business-
transforming solutions.

We understand that it’s not only 
about the future; to get there, today’s 
needs are also paramount. That’s 
why we deliver future-ready systems 
now that will enable your business to 
succeed in the consumer-driven era.
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THE NEW HEADQUARTERS of Chief Entertainment, with its capacity for 
linear and non-linear content distribution, video and audio production and 
post, has been designed for the multi-platform present while allowing for a 
disruptive media future.

The new HQ not only represents a new era for the company but also, from 
its position atop the Fox Sports building in the Sydney suburb of Gore Hill, 
is part of an emerging new, connected media hub that is developing around 
the former site of ABC TV.

“We’ve sort of morphed into a ‘mini-Foxtel’,” says Chief Entertainment CEO 
Hamish Cameron. “We’re underpinned by a number of 24/7 channels, but to 
make the channels we also make the programs that go into the channels, or 
we make the promos and the ads that go into the channels.” 

“We’ve had a very successful business for the last 15 years,” adds General 
Manager Scott Kinlyside, “and we’ve had multiple years of growth, and this has 
really put us on steroids to be able to build on what we’ve done and also offer 
new services that we haven’t been able to offer previously. It’s also given us a 
great platform for future growth in whichever ways we end up going.”

HISTORY
The Chief Entertainment story has its origins in Sydney radio of the 1990s 
when Hamish Cameron and high-profile DJ Doug Mulray established a studio 
with cameras to simulcast Mulray’s 2WS programme via the internet.  

“This is in ’98,” says the Chief Entertainment CEO, “so it was quite early. 
Broadband hadn’t even really hit then.

“So, we built the studio, put the cameras in, started doing that. That then 
led to Telstra’s Ted Pretty, who came and saw what we were doing, and he 
said, ‘This is fantastic. There’s this thing coming round the corner called 
broadband, and this is going to be ideal usage of that’.”

Following Mulray’s departure from 2WS, the pair approached Pretty with the 
idea of webcasting from Sydney night club The Basement. On basement.com, 
Mulray would present a morning show playing video clips, while concerts 
would be streamed in the evenings from the stage of the club. 

“Telstra bought into the idea,” says Cameron, “and they underwrote and 
funded our first version of Chief Entertainment, which was at Circular Quay, 
next door to the Basement.” 

Chief Entertainment – Kings of Content
Hamish Cameron, CEO, and Scott Kinlyside, General Manager, of Chief Entertainment, talk to Phil Sandberg 
about the company’s new facility, attitude and direction.

Chief Entertainment CEO Hamish Cameron

www.content-technology.com

The PA People Deliver Comms for Baku European Games

A BRAND NEW ADDITION to the global sports landscape, the European 
Games ran from 12-28 June in Baku, Azerbaijan. Sydney, Australia-based 
firm The P.A. People delivered the world’s largest ceremonies communication 
system for the Games. The P.A. People is a specialist in stadium audio 
installations and event communications. Its projects include Stadium 
Australia, Sydney Cricket Ground and Brisbane Cricket Ground.

In the run-up to Baku, The P.A. People won the contract to provide 
ceremonies comms, providing two-way radio, intercom, CCTV and technical 
services. For the Ceremony proceedings, The P.A. People selected Clear-
Com intercom systems to handle production communications during both 
rehearsal and both Ceremonies.

“The scale of the project was pretty remarkable,” says Chris Dodds, managing 
director of The P.A. People. “In many ways it was a bigger undertaking than 
Sochi. The other particularly notable aspect of the project was the use 
of the Clear-Com FreeSpeak II [DECT-based wireless communications] 
system to cater to the Moving Stage. The production crew did not include 
full duplex on the original specification, but as the artistic component of 
the event developed – and after we had been appointed as contractor – it 
was determined that a full duplex solution would constitute a significant 
advantage for the Ceremonies.”

Ultimately, the call was for a capacity of 80-plus packs to be put in place. 
With 50 or so packs generally constituting the maximum for a single-location 
FreeSpeak II deployment, The P.A. People designed a configuration “…using 
two systems in two different frequency bands, and with the support of the 
Azerbaijani authorities we were able to operate one system in one local 
license band and the other outside of that. With the two systems co-located, 
we could achieve the desired 80 packs in one physical RF space to the 
satisfaction of all. It was a great achievement,” said Chris.

Other 
elements of 
the Clear-
Com Moving 
Stage comms 
specification 
included a 
single Eclipse 
HX Median 
Digital Matrix 
Platform, 
nine HelixNet 
Master 
Stations and 
70 HelixNet 
Beltpacks.

Comms for general main stadium usage included two Clear-Com Eclipse 
HX-Omega digital matrix systems and more than 200 IP-enabled intercom 
panels. Clear-Com V-Series Intercom Panels were also to be found in the 
rehearsal tent and remote cauldron areas.

Chris Dodds reports a “highly positive” response to the performance of the 
comms systems on the night, whilst Bob Boster, President of Clear-Com – 
which provided two support engineers on the ground – reports “another 
in a long line of great collaborations with The P.A. People. We really have a 
great partnership with them. They have highly trained and knowledgeable 
personnel who know exactly how to get the most out of the systems – as the 
deployment at Baku demonstrates.”

Visit www.thepapeople.com.au
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Broadcast Control and Centralising control of all major 
broadcast equipment components into a single system brings 
huge flexibility and workflow efficiencies to mobile, studio and 
MCR applications. Customised user interfaces can be created 
to combine the needed control functions into simple and 
intuitive hardware or software control panels. 

Call PAT on 02 9476 1272 for more information.
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